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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A better and private tomorrow

Freedom

SOLUTION

ResilientOne Freedom allows the division of complex systems into
its constituent parts enabling third parties and users to select and
control ownership of their personal data, independently of the
social media platforms that they are using.

Resilient One

1Allow users to easily write, deploy, select

Deconstructed Network

and support software, integrating and
combining components that better fits their
needs.

2

Privacy and Securitiy

3

Data Custodian

Users using our distributed access federation
can safely and securely perform their daily
tasks while protecting their data.

We don't control or own our clients
information and data. Allowing the user to
grant us permission if used in their behalf.

RULES OF ENGAGEMENT

In life, unlike chess, the game
continues after checkmate.

Asimov

1Users cycle across an array of communication mechanism every day,
C O M M U N I C AT I O N S A U TO N O M Y

between devices, between each other, Freedom allow to always stay current
and up to date with their network, friends and family by syncing and
interconnecting independently.

2Autonomy and logic are embedded to your devices and accounts to allow
ACCOUNT INDEPENDENCE

independence of action, logging and resiliency. Multi-platform software
allows for fully orchestrated hardware and software landscapes.

3The platform generates models for each individual agent and distributes its
D I S T R I B U T E D F U L LY A U T O N O M O U S A . I .

logic to allow better and faster learning, data acquisition and execution
across your ecosystem, maximizing engagement and user retention.

4Use of our proven peer-to-peer smart network storage easily transfers and

HIGH P2P BANDWIDTH SMART STORAGE

analyzes high-traffic data between assets, and reacts quicker and smarter
where and when you need it.

Freedom

A P P L I C AT I O N S
Industrial IoT

ResilientOne's Freedom extends new technologies to remote
locations previously constrained by connectivity challenges,
decision making and slow response to environmental and
artificial events.

Clean and Efficient Energy

ResilientOne's Freedom provides connectivity to solar
panels, wind farms and oil rigs around the world, delivering
insights via ResilientOne's network everywhere your
business operates.

Global Development

ResilientOne's Freedom helps organizations deploy devices
in regions with poor communications infrastructure and
connects people through localized hubs in locations without
cellular or WiFi coverage.

I am not overstating when I say that ResilientOne
changed our company.
Scott Getchel, Product Manager, Govzilla

Freedom

A P P L I C AT I O N S
Shipping and Maritime

ResilientOne's Freedom enables you to implement reliable,
affordable solutions for critical connectivity. With
ResilientOne, you won’t miss key insights on status, location,
health, weather, safety and performance that ensure the
success of your critical operations.

Space Exploration

ResilientOne's Freedom provides a unified and coherent
platform framework to easy coordinate and synchronize
small aircraft and instruments in space, transfer data and
handle natural and artificial events.

Social Networking

With the ResilientOne, data stewardship and federated
security is possible, allowing people to take back full control
of their information and privacy, safeguarding data sharing
between actors and handling security incidents before
spreading.
Epyphite came to our rescue with an elegant and
quick to implement solution.
Fernando Cassina, Managing Director, Iafis System do Brasil

ABOUT US

Freedom

Epyphite is a Singapore-based data security agency that
specializes in helping businesses to build and grow their data
and information needs. With presence in more than six
countries across three continents, Epyphite is one of the
fastest growing companies in the ASEAN region.

Our Goal

To provide 'just in time' intelligence, data and quality software
solutions to the aerospace sector, driving innovation,
disruption and growth, pushing boundaries of deep
technologies and integrating them for a common and social
goal.
C L I E N T S W E H AV E W O R K E D W I T H

None of us, including me,
ever do great things. But
we can all do small
things, with great love,
and together we can do
something wonderful.

- Mother Theresa

C O N TA C T

Email: info@epyphite.com
+ 64 9352 8302
Twitter: @shellcheff

